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Abstract

Most of the current supervised relation classi-001
fication (RC) algorithms use a single embed-002
ding to represent the relation between a pair003
of entities. We argue that a better approach004
is to treat the RC task as a Span-Prediction005
(SP) problem, similar to Question Answering006
(QA). We present an SP-based system for RC007
and evaluate its performance compared to the008
embedding-based system. We demonstrate009
that by adding a few improvements, the su-010
pervised SP objective works significantly bet-011
ter than the standard classification-based ob-012
jective. We achieve state-of-the-art results on013
the TACRED, SemEval task 8, and the CRE014
datasets.015

1 Introduction016

The relation extraction (RE) task revolves around017

binary relations (such as "[e1] founded [e2]") that018

hold between two entities. The task is, given a019

corpus and a list of semantic relations, to return020

entity pairs e1, e2 that are connected by one of021

the predefined relations. This is often posed as022

a Relation Classification task (RC), in which we023

are given a sentence and two entities (where each024

entity is a span over the sentence), and need to025

classify the relation into one of |R| possible rela-026

tions or to a null “no-relation" class if none of the027

|R| relations hold between the given entities. RE028

datasets, including the popular and large TACRED029

dataset (Zhang et al., 2017), all take the relation030

classification view, by providing tuples of the form031

(s, e1, e2, r), where s is a sentence, e1, e2 are en-032

tities in s and r is a semantic relation between e1033

and e2. Consequently, the state-of-the-art models034

follow the classification view: the sentence and035

entities are encoded into a vector representation,036

which is then being classified into one of the R037

relations. The training objective then aims to em-038

bed the sentence + entities into a space in which039

the different relations are well separated. We argue040

that this is a sub-optimal training architecture and 041

training objective for the task, and propose to use 042

span-predictions (SP) models, as used in question- 043

answering models, as an alternative. Our method 044

can be summarised as follows: We start by con- 045

verting each sample in the RC datasets into several 046

new SP subsamples, where each of the subsamples 047

is added with a predefined semantic indicator that 048

represents a specific relation (e.g. "When was X 049

born?" or "per::date_of_birth X"). Using the new 050

subsamples, we train a dedicated SP model. For 051

inference, we split each test sample into subsam- 052

ples as before, evaluate each of them independently 053

and aggregate the result to return a prediction for 054

the entities relation type. We show a high-level 055

flow of our method in Figure 1. Surprisingly, even 056

when the model is exposed to tens of thousands of 057

samples during training, the added semantic infor- 058

mation in the templates gives a significant boost to 059

the model, increasing its accuracy by 1.8F1. 060

Alt et al. (2020) analyzed the errors of current 061

RC systems and estimated that most errors origi- 062

nate from incorrectly predicting "no relation" (ap- 063

prox. 63.5%) and by considering wrong arguments 064

in the input sentence (approx 10.7%). Our model 065

is specially tailored to minimize these errors. We 066

demonstrate this on the TACRED and SemEval 067

datasets. Our method surpasses the current state- 068

of-the-art on these datasets by 2.3F1 points on TA- 069

CRED and 0.9F1 points on SemEval. Addition- 070

ally, we experiment with the newly released “chal- 071

lenge relation extraction” (CRE) dataset, which 072

was made specifically to test the existence of shal- 073

low heuristics in RE models. we surpass current 074

state-of-the-art models by 5.0F1. On all three 075

datasets, our span-prediction models outperform 076

existing RC methods. 077

To summarize our contribution, while all cur- 078

rent approaches to supervised relation classification 079

use an embedding-based technique, we propose 080

a span-prediction-based one, which significantly 081
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improves state-of-the-art scores on several well-082

known datasets.083

2 Related Work084

The framework of question answering was used085

to solve a variety of NLP tasks like coreference086

resolution (Wu et al., 2019), event extractions087

(Du and Cardie, 2020), nested named entities (Li088

et al., 2019a), multi-turn entity extraction (Li et al.,089

2019b). and many more (Jiang et al., 2019).090

Levy et al. (2017) suggested using QA for zero-091

shot RE/RC by framing each relation by a prede-092

fined question. Our work can be seen as the fully093

supervised variation of his work. While the super-094

vised task is easier in the sense that there is a large095

dataset available for training, it poses a challenge096

in the level of accuracy the system is expected to097

provide.098

Another key work in this area is the work of Wei099

et al. (2019), who proposed to use span prediction100

method to improve RE for a corpus with more than101

one relation in the same sentence. They do this by102

identifying head entity spans, and then using SP103

for predicting the tail for each span, along with its104

relation. Our work focuses on RC instead of RE,105

and is restricted to answering "yes/no" judgments106

about given relation1,entity1,entity2 tuples. While107

the methods cannot be compared directly, we did108

attempt to evaluate Wei et al’s method on an RC109

dataset, by employing it as an RE model and look-110

ing for how many of the relations in the RC datasets111

were recovered. This yielded very low recall scores112

of 0.24 on TACRED and 0.71 on semEval1. While113

the mentioned works used SP models to improve114

performance on a specific task, it is worth mention-115

ing that other works have used QA for different116

reasons, like (He et al., 2015) that used QA as an117

easier way to annotate data for the SRL task.118

3 Embedding Classification vs119

Span-Prediction120

Embedding-Based Relation Classification A121

RC sample takes the form (c, e1, e2, r) where c =122

[c0, . . . , cn] is a context (usually a sentence), e1123

and e2 are spans that correspond to head and tail124

entities and are given as spans over the sentence,125

and r ∈ R ∪ {∅} is a relation from a predefined126

1We tried to make the tasks more similar by skipping the
head-span prediction step and feeding the algorithm with the
gold head entity in the sentence, and letting it infer the relevant
relations and their tails. This yielded also similarly low recall.

set of relations R, or ∅ indicating that no relation 127

from R holds. RC classifier takes the form of a 128

multi-class classifier: 129

frc(c, e1, e2) 7→ r ∈ R ∪ {∅} 130

The training objective is to score the correct r ∈ 131

R∪{∅} over all other incorrect answers, usually us- 132

ing a cross-entropy loss. State-of-the-art methods 133

(Baldini Soares et al., 2019) achieve this by learn- 134

ing an embedding function embed(c, e1, e2) that 135

maps instances with the same relation to be close to 136

the embedding of the corresponding relation in an 137

embedding space. The embedding function is used 138

on pre-trained masked LMs such as SpanBERT 139

(Joshi et al., 2020), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and 140

ALBERT (Lan et al., 2019). 141

Span Prediction A SP sample takes the form 142

of (c, q, ea) where c = [c0, . . . , cm] is a context 143

(a sentence or a paragraph), q = [q0, . . . , ql] is a 144

query, and ea is the answer to the query represented 145

as a span over c, or a special out-of-sequence-span 146

indicating that the answer does not exist.2 147

SP model takes the form of a span predictor from 148

a c, q pair to a span over c: 149

fqa(c, q) 7→ ea ∈ [1..m]× [1..m] 150

This predictor takes the form: 151

argmax
ea

scorec,q(ea) 152

where scorec,q(ea) is a learned span scoring func- 153

tion, and ea ranges over all possible spans. The 154

training objective is to maximize the score of the 155

correct spans above all other candidate spans. The 156

scoring function in state-of-the-art models (Mc- 157

Cann et al., 2018; He et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2019) 158

also make use of pre-trained LMs. 159

3.1 Method Comparison 160

The question q (“where was Sam born?”) in QA 161

can be thought of as involving a span eq (“Sam”) 162

and a predicate rq (“where was born”). Under this 163

view, the SP classifier can be written as: 164

fqa(c, eq, rq) 7→ e 165

compared to the relation classifier: 166

frc(c, e1, e2) 7→ r 167

2In practice, this span is the out-of-sentence CLS token.
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Figure 1: Traditional RC (top) VS our span-prediction approach (bottom). for each relation type that is compatible
with the marked entity type, we create two questions. If the model answers one of them correctly, we assert the
relation over the two entities.

Note that both methods include a context, two168

spans, and a relation/predicate, but the RC models169

classify from two spans to a relation (from a fixed170

set), while the SP model classify from a span and a171

relation (from a potentially open set) into another172

span.173

Let’s review the implications of this difference:174

175

Embedding While both the traditional and SP176

methods embed the input prior to classification,177

the items that are being embedded in each, change.178

In traditional RC the embedding hre is based on179

the context and entities:180

hre = embed(c, e1, e2)181

while for SP RC the embedding hqa encodes both182

the context and the question (the relation of interest183

and one of the entities):3184

hqa = embed(q, c) = embed(r, e1, c)185

Note that the SP embedding includes the relation186

name, as well as template words that surround the187

(r, e1) pair. This has several benefits, as we explain188

below4.189

3In practice, the embedding is obtained via a pre-trained
LM such as BERT, and as per-usual is prefixed with a CLS
token, while the different components are separated with a
SEP token.

4Another way to encode input for the SP model is by en-

3.2 Implications 190

Relation type indication for the pretrained 191

model. The inclusion of the relation r in the input 192

to the contextualized embedder allows the embed- 193

der to specialize on a specific relation. For exam- 194

ple, consider the sentence “Martha gave birth to 195

John last February”. The entity John participates 196

in two relations: “date of birth” and “parents of”. 197

The RC embedding will have to either infer the 198

relation based on the entities, or else preserve infor- 199

mation regarding both relations, while in the span- 200

prediction case the embedding takes the relation 201

r into account, and can focus on the existence (or 202

nonexistence) of one of the entities as the argument 203

for this relation. Focusing on a specific relation in 204

the embedding stage (which involves most of the 205

computation of the model) allows using all of the 206

model computation for a specific relation. 207

Sharing of semantic information. The span- 208

prediction model is based on templates encoding 209

r and e, and these templates may pass valuable in- 210

formation to the model: (1) by containing semantic 211

information that is correlated to the target relation 212

(e.g. questions that represent the relation); and (2) 213

coding the full sentence and adding the focus for each relation
in the final layer of classification (as used by Wei et al. (2019)):
hc = embed(c) While this representation considers less infor-
mation than the previous one (resulting in lower accuracy), it
can be used to classify multiple entities and relation with one
calculation, which make it more computationally efficient.
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by containing information that can help generalize214

over different relations.215

For example, consider the relation “born in” with216

the template question “Who was born in X?” and217

the relation “parent of” with the question “Who is218

the parent of X?”. While the relations are different219

from each other, they both contain an entity of type220

“person”, a similarity which is communicated to221

the model by the use of the shared word “Who”.222

This can help the model generalize commonali-223

ties across relation types when needed. While the224

template input might look insignificant in the su-225

pervised setting, where training data is abundant,226

in practice it has a significant effect on the overall227

model performance, as shown in Section 5.2.228

More demanding loss function. During train-229

ing, relation-classification models classify sen-230

tences with marked entities to one of |R| + 1 re-231

lation types. Span prediction models are also re-232

quired to decide whether the sentence contains a233

given relation (they should predict if the sentence234

contains the answer or not), but they are also re-235

quired to predict the span of the missing argument.236

This means that the span-prediction models are237

required to predict the relation between the input238

entities in addition to the relation itself.239

Limitations. It is important to note, however,240

that the span-prediction method is more computa-241

tionally expensive: instead of performing a single242

contextualized embedding operation followed by243

k+1-way classification, we need to perform k con-244

textualized embedding operations (and in our case,245

2k such operations), each of them followed by the246

scoring of all spans. We leave ways of improving247

the computational efficiency of the model to future248

work.249

4 Reducing RC to span-prediction250

Given the uncovered similarity between RC and251

span-predicting showed in Section 3.1, we now252

describe how to reduce RC to SP.253

Given an RC instance (c, e1, e2) 7→ rel we can254

create an SP instance (q = (eq, relq), c) 7→ ea as255

follows. Let Trel(e) be a template function associ-256

ated with relation rel. The function takes an entity257

e and returns a question. For example, a template258

for date-of-birth relation might be Tdob =“When259

was born”, and Tdob(Sam) =“When was Sam260

born?”. Given an RC instance (c, e1, e2) 7→ rel261

we can now create a span-prediction instance262

(Trel(e1), c) 7→ e2, and return that the relation rel 263

holds if the span returned from fqa(Trel(e1), c) is 264

compatible with e2. This is essentially the con- 265

struction of Levy et al. (2017). We extend it as 266

follows: 267

Bidirectional questions. We note that the deci- 268

sion to predict e2 based on e1 is arbitrary, and that 269

the opposite direction can also be used using the 270

template “Who was born on ?”, to predict e1 271

from e2. 272

We propose to use both options, by associat- 273

ing a relation rel with two templates, T e1→e2rel and 274

T e2→e1rel , creating the two corresponding SP in- 275

stances, and combining the two answers. Con- 276

cretely, given the RC instance: 277

RC:(c, Sam, 1991) 7→ date-of-birth 278

we create the two SP instances: 279

QA1:(c,When was Sam born?) 7→ 1991 280

QA2:(c,Who was born in 1991?) 7→ Sam 281

We show in Section 5 that using two questions in- 282

deed results in substantial improvements. 283

Template formulation. Note that while in this 284

example we formulate the questions in English, a 285

simpler template might also be used. We also ex- 286

periment with a template that replaces the question 287

by the relation name and another template that used 288

an unused token for each relation. We elaborate on 289

the template variations in detail in Section 5. 290

Answer combination. There are various possi- 291

ble strategies to combining the two answers. An 292

approach which we found to be effective is to com- 293

bine using an OR operation: if either of the returned 294

spans is compatible with the expected span,5 the 295

relation rel is returned, and if neither of them is 296

compatible, the answer is no-relation. 297

A natural alternative is to combine using an 298

AND operation, requiring the answers of the two 299

questions to be compatible in order to return rel. In 300

our experiments (Section 7), this yielded lower F- 301

scores on the relation classification task, as we clas- 302

sified more cases as no-relation when we shouldn’t 303

have. The span predictor network had an easier 304

time answering one formulation on some instances, 305

and the other formulation on others. As span- 306

prediction model quality improves, future appli- 307

cations may reconsider the combination method. 308

5Two non-empty spans are said to be compatible if either
of them contains the other.
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RC sample Relation
candidates

Question
(Reverse Question) Answer

John was born on 1991
"Date of birth"

When was John Born? 1991
(Who was born on 1991?) John

"Date of death"
When did john die? N/A
(Who died on 1991?) N/A

Mary is John’s employer

"employer of"
Who is employed by Mary? John
(Who is John’s employer?) Mary

"siblings"
Who is the sibling of Mary? N/A
(Who is the sibling of John?) N/A

"parents of"
Who is the child of Mary? N/A
(Who is the parent of John?) N/A

Figure 2: Supervised dataset construction. Example of span-prediction samples that are generated from RC
samples. The RC sample contains the sentence, entities (in bold), and relation, while the span-prediction sample
has a context (same as the sentence in the RC sample), a query, and an answer. A set of relation questions are
created based on the RC entities types.

Binary vs. Multiclass. The above reduction tar-309

gets a binary version of RC, where the relation is310

given and the classifier needs to decide if it holds or311

not. We extend it to the multi-class version by cre-312

ating a version for each of the relevant6 relations.7313

Supervised dataset construction. The reduc-314

tion allows us to train a SP model to classify RC in-315

stances. For each RC training instance (c, e1, e2, r),316

where r ∈ R∪{∅}, we consider all relations r′ ∈ R317

which are compatible with (e1, e2).8 We then gen-318

erate two SP instances for each of the compatible319

relations. Instances that are generated with the tem-320

plates of the gold-relation r are marked as positive321

instances (their answer is either e1 or e2, as ap-322

propriate), while instances that are generated from323

r′ 6= r are negative examples (their answer is the324

no-answer span). Figure 2 provides an example.325

Per-template thresholds. General purpose SP326

models use a global threshold τ to distinguish be-327

tween answerable and non-answerable questions328

given a context. The model output given input329

sample s is:330
331

pred(s) =332 {
e if score(e)− score(no-answer) > τ

"NA" else
.333

Where e is the token with the highest score and334

no-answer is the no answer span. In the supervised335

relation classification case, the set of questions is336

6A relation is relevant for a given pair of entities if the
entity types match that of the relation.

7In the rare case (less than 4%) that our model predicts
more than one relation, we return one of them arbitrarily.

8A relation is compatible with a pair of entities if it is
between entities with the same named-entity types.

fixed in advance to 2|R|. We observe that the opti- 337

mal threshold value for each question is different. 338

We thus set a different threshold value τ irel for each 339

template. The threshold is set by converting each 340

labelled sample s into the tuple (vs, as), where 341

sv = score(es) − score(no-answer) and as is a 342

label that equal to 1 iff the sample has an answer 343

or not. To find a relation specific threshold τr use 344

the following equation: 345

best_t(Dr) = argmax
τ

∑
s∈D

threshold(s, τ). 346

Where Dr is a dataset subset that contain subsam- 347

ples with a template that is based on relation r 348

threshold(s, τ) =

{
as vs ≥ τ
1− as else

. 349

5 Main Experiments 350

5.1 Datasets 351

We compare ourselves on three RC datasets. 352

TACRED (Zhang et al., 2017) is currently the 353

most popular and largest RC dataset. It spans 41 354

“classic” RC relations, which hold between per- 355

sons, locations, organizations, dates, and so on (e.g, 356

"siblings", "dates of birth", "subsidiaries", etc). TA- 357

CRED contains 106,264 labeled sentences (train 358

+ dev + test), where 20% of the data is composed 359

from the 41 relations and the rest 80% are “no rela- 360

tion” instances. 361

SemEval 2010 Task 8 (SemEval, Hendrickx 362

et al. (2010)), is a smaller dataset, containing 363

10,717 annotated examples covering 9 relations, 364

without no-relation examples. SemEval relations 365
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are substantially different from those in TACRED,366

covering more abstract relations such as part-whole,367

cause-effect, content-container, and so on.368

Challenge relation extraction (CRE) Rosen-369

man et al. (2020) showed that current RC models370

have a strong bias towards shallow heuristics that371

do not capture the deep semantic relation between372

entities. For example, classifying an entity pair by373

the entities type + an unrelated event in the sen-374

tence. To show this bias empirically, they created a375

Wikipedia-based dataset intended to be used only376

for testing, which contains 3000 manually tagged377

sentences from the TACRED relations. Each sen-378

tence in the dataset contains two entity pairs that379

are compatible with the same relation. The evalua-380

tion of the CRE is binary — the model goal is to381

indicate if a given relation is found or not found in382

the dataset. The model was evaluated with both SP383

and RC models.384

5.2 Template variations.385

We convert the TACRED and SemEval training sets386

to span-prediction form in three ways, representing387

various amounts of semantic information. From388

most informative to least, the variations are:389

Natural language questions (question) For390

each RC sample we create two samples, as de-391

scribed in Section 4. The complete template list is392

available in the supplementary materials.393

Relation name (relation) Same as the question394

dataset, but we replace each of the questions with395

the relation name, entity, and a marker that indicate396

if it’s a head or tail entity. E.g., the relation397

RC:(c, John,CEO) 7→ per:title398

will be represented as the questions:399

QA1:(c, per:title t John) 7→ CEO400

QA2:(c, per:title h CEO) 7→ John401

Unique tokens (token) Same as the relation402

dataset, but we replace the relation name with403

a new reserved token. E.g., the above per:title404

relation will be represented as the questions:405

QA1:(c, r2 t John) 7→ CEO406

QA2:(c, r2 h CEO) 7→ John407

408

Each of the datasets used the same409

train/validation/test splits.410

5.3 Comparisons 411

We compare our results to several leading models, 412

reporting the results from the corresponding papers. 413

MTB (Baldini Soares et al., 2019) is a state of 414

the art RC model which is based on BERT-large, 415

and which does not involve any additional training 416

material except for the pre-trained LM. MTB’s way 417

of creating sentence embedding is the current state- 418

of-the-art, and thus our most direct comparison.9 419

KEPLER (Wang et al., 2019) This model holds 420

the current highest reported RC results over TA- 421

CRED. It is a RoBERTa based RC model which 422

incorporates additional knowledge in the form of 423

a knowledge graph derived from Wikipedia and 424

Wikidata and uses MTB for sentence embedding. 425

LiTian (Li and Tian, 2020) is the current top- 426

scoring model on the SemEval dataset. It uses a 427

dedicated RC architecture and uses the BERT pre- 428

trained LM. 429

We train span-predicting models using the archi- 430

tecture described in (Devlin et al., 2018), starting 431

from either the BERT-Large (Devlin et al., 2018) 432

or ALBERT (Lan et al., 2019) pre-trained LMs.10 433

BERT-large is used to compare the state-of-the- 434

art model reported in (Baldini Soares et al., 2019) 435

on equal grounds, while ALBERT is a stronger 436

pre-trained LM which is used to show the full ca- 437

pabilities of our approach.11 438

6 Main Results 439

The results of the CRE evaluation are presented in 440

Table 1. We report the results in the same format 441

used in the original paper: the percentage of posi- 442

tive samples that were identified correctly (Acc+), 443

the percentage of negative samples that were iden- 444

tified correctly (Acc−), and the overall weighted 445

accuracy (Acc). Except for the token-BERT re- 446

duction, all of the reductions we used surpassed 447

their RC and SQuAD trained models, where the 448

SP model (BERT and ALBERT) improve by more 449

than 5% compared to the squad models. We also 450

9The same paper reports additional results based on exter-
nal training data, which is not comparable. However, these
results have since been superseded by the KEPLER model.

10We used the implementations provided by Huggingface
(Wolf et al., 2019). Following previous work, used the Adam
optimizer, an initial learning rate of 3e−5, and up to 20,000
steps with early stopping on a dev-set.

11We also ran preliminary tests using (Liu et al., 2019) and
(Joshi et al., 2020) that showed inferior results compared to
ALBERT.
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Model Acc+ Acc− Acc

RCBERT 70.0 64.8 67.1
SQuADBERT 62.9 70.9 67.4
SPtoken,BERT 55.0 75.5 66.4
SPrelation,BERT 66.6 72.1 69.6
SPquestion,BERT 72.5 75.0 73.9

SQuADALBERT 71.5 78.8 75.3
SPtoken,ALBERT 80.9 73.2 76.6
SPrelation,ALBERT 78.2 79.8 79.1
SPquestion,ALBERT 81.2 79.5 80.3

Table 1: CRE. Span prediction model results on CRE,
compared to traditional RC and QA model. RC models
are relation classification models and SQuAD models
are QA models that were trained on the SQuAD 2.0
dataset.

observed a correlation between the amount of se-451

mantic information in the templates and the model452

performance.453

The results for TACRED are presented in Table454

2, both our BERT-based SP and relation datasets455

outperform MTB model. like in CRE, there is a456

clear correlation between the amount of semantic457

data in the template and the model accuracy. This458

supports our claim that even though the relation459

template is negligible compared to the amount of460

data the model processes during training, it still has461

a major effect on performance.462

The results for SemEval are presented in Table 3.463

The best performing model is the QA model, which464

also surpasses LiTian’s model. Surprisingly, the465

token model performs better than the relation token,466

We explain this anomaly by looking at the relation467

names in SemEval. In contrast to TACRED (and468

CRE) the relation names in SemEval are somewhat469

abstract and have lower semantic similarity to the470

relation instances. For example, the TACRED rela-471

tion "per:parents" provides more generalization and472

more semantic similarity to the words that actually473

appear in the context compared to the SemEval re-474

lation "instrument-agency" as explained in Section475

3.2.476

Another difference between the datasets is the477

difference in accuracy gain from our models. While478

CRE has the most benefit, followed by TACRED479

and finally SemEval. We assume that this differ-480

ence originates from the dataset nature — The481

"shallow heuristics" shown by (Rosenman et al.,482

2020) that CRE was made to highlight are more483

prominent in TACRED than SemEval. . Our span-484

Model P R F1

RCMTB,BERT - - 70.1
SPtoken,BERT 63.3 78.4 70.0
SPrelation,BERT 67.0 76.0 71.2
SPquestion,BERT 71.1 72.6 71.8

KEPLERRoBERTa+KG 72.8 72.2 72.5
SPtoken,ALBERT 72.2 74.6 73.4
SPrelation,ALBERT 74.6 75.2 74.8
SPquestion,ALBERT 73.3 71.8 72.6

SPSingleQuestion 75.8 65.4 70.2

SP-ANDtoken,BERT 80.1 (63.3) 54.7 (78.4) 65.0 (70.0)
SP-ANDrelation,BERT 84.4 (67.0) 44.8 (76.0) 58.5 (71.2)
SP-ANDquestion,BERT 83.15 (71.1) 50.0 (72.6) 62.4 (71.8)

Table 2: TACRED. Supervised results on the TA-
CRED datasets. Top: Using BERT. This is a di-
rect comparison to the MTB span-prediction model.
MTB F1 is taken from the original paper. SP mod-
els (except token) suppress MTB. Middle: Using AL-
BERT. Here the reference point is KEPLER, the cur-
rent best performing model on this dataset. All the su-
pervised SP-ALBERT models outperform KEPPLER.
Bottom: Ablations. We show that using one-way ques-
tions (SPquestion,ALBERT ) and the AND operator (SP-
AND) perform worse than two-way questions and the
OR operator.

prediction based loss is specially tailored to deal 485

with such situations. In contrast, SemEval does not 486

contain the "no relation" type, and the chance of 487

any two relations appearing in the same sentence 488

is low, resulting in this challenge being a lot less 489

prominent on SemEval than TACRED. 490

Since we didn’t have access to KEPLER (the cur- 491

rent state-of-the-art), we used the best-pretrained 492

model available to us — ALBERT model. all of our 493

ALBERT-based relation reduction methods outper- 494

form the current best TACRED model (KEPLER) 495

by 2.3% F1, despite KEPLER using external data. 496

Another anomaly is that on ALBERT, the QA 497

reduction performed worse than the relation reduc- 498

tion and even the token reduction. We explain 499

this by looking at the relation names in TACRED, 500

which contain parts that add generalization over 501

different relations, while also containing parts that 502

have a strong semantic connection to the relations. 503

E.g per::age relation having the first part support- 504

ing generalization while the latter supports the se- 505

mantic connection to the relation. 506

7 Ablations 507

The importance of bidirectional questions. To 508

assess the impact of using questions in both di- 509

rections, we also report the ALBERT-based QA- 510
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Model P R F1

RCMTB,BERT - - 89.2
LiTian (current best) 94.2 88.0 91.0
SPtoken,BERT 92.8 88.8 90.7
SPrelation,BERT 91.9 83.1 87.1
SPquestion,BERT 90.7 93.2 91.9

Table 3: SemEval. Supervised results on the SemEval
datasets. LiTian is the current state of the art.

Model P R F1

SQuAD 2.0 (Zero shot) 49.7 78.9 57.1

SP+Pretrain (BERT,unified) 68.3 63.2 65.5
SP+Pretrain (BERT,serial) 70.1 65.1 67.5

SPquestion,BERT 71.1 72.6 71.8

Table 4: Using SQuAD 2.0 Top: Evaluating SQuAD
2.0 QA model on TACRED in a zero-shot setup, using
our bidirectional SP reduction. Mid: “Fine-tuning” the
SPquestion,BERT models on TACRED after SQuAD
2.0 pre-training. Bottom: The SP model trained with-
out pre-training, significantly outperforming the pre-
trained variants.

reduction on TACRED in which we present two511

questions per relation, but where both questions use512

e1 as the template argument and e2 as the answer513

(“Single Question” in Table 2). This model has514

significantly less success than the two-way model,515

resulting in a drop of 2.4%F1.516

Combination using OR vs. AND. We combine517

the answers to the two generated questions by an518

"OR" operator, but the same can be done with the519

"AND" operator. To check this we ran our mod-520

els but report the relation as "present" iff the two521

questions return a correct answer. The results are522

reported in Table 2. The AND operator greatly523

underperforms when compared to the OR operator524

with a drop in F1 of about 10%. The reason for this525

degradation is that the AND operator is more fo-526

cused on precision, while the OR operator is more527

focused on recall. Over the years a major challenge528

of RC system was to increase recall (She et al.,529

2018) - It’s easier for RC system to filter unrelated530

samples than to generalize to new patterns.531

8 Relation to SQuAD Training532

We advocated a fully supervised training of RC533

models as span-prediction. How well does this534

compare to using existing QA models, like SQuAD, 535

in a zero-shot setting? And can we leverage the ex- 536

isting knowledge in QA datasets, via pre-training? 537

We explore these two options and conclude that 538

while the zero-shot accuracy is impressively high, 539

the unification of SQuAD and TACRED harms the 540

overall accuracy. 541

Zero-shot SQuAD In light of the success of 542

SQuAD trained model on CRE (as demonstrated by 543

Rosenman et al. (2020)), we evaluate the SQuAD 544

2.0 trained model performance on TACRED, using 545

our bidirectional reduction. In this zero-shot setup, 546

we take a SQuAD trained model (without any mod- 547

ifications) and apply our reduction to evaluate the 548

test set of TACRED. 549

Joined training with SQuAD We now attempt 550

to leverage the SQuAD 2.0 data to improve our RC 551

model. We train our SPquestion,BERT model by 552

combining SQuAD 2.0 samples and the TACRED- 553

SP generated questions. We do this in two ways: 554

in the unified version we combine the two datasets 555

simply by shuffling together the TACRED and 556

SQuAD questions into a single dataset. In the se- 557

rial version we first train on the SQuAD data and 558

then continue training the model on TACRED data. 559

Results Table 4 lists the results. Unsurprisingly, 560

the zero shots F1 score on TACRED is substantially 561

lower than all the supervised variants. However, 562

the recall of the zero-shot setup is substantially 563

higher: the SQuAD 2.0 model is very permissive. 564

Interestingly, the additional SQuAD questions 565

did not improve—and even substantially hurt—the 566

SP method compared to train on only the TACRED- 567

generated questions. This goes to highlight that 568

the main benefits of the SP method originate from 569

the combination of the supervised training and the 570

span-prediction objective, and not merely from the 571

QA form, or from the additional semantic informa- 572

tion that is potentially embedded in the QA models. 573

9 Conclusion 574

In this work, we argue for the use of span- 575

prediction methods, typically used for QA, to re- 576

place the standard RC architectures. Our approach 577

reduces each RC sample to a series of binary span- 578

prediction tasks. We show that This approach 579

achieves state-of-the-art performance in supervised 580

settings, with the moderate cost of supplying ques- 581

tion templates that describe the relation. 582
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Question Templates For TACRED and683

semEval684

Tables 5, 6 and 6 on the next page show the question685

templates we used on the TACRED dataset for the686

QA reduction.687
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Relation Name Question

per:date_of_birth
Q1: When was e1 born?
Q2 Who was born in e2?

per:title
Q1: What is e1’s title?
Q2 Who has the title e2

org:top_members/employees
Q1: Who are the top members of the organization e1?
Q2 What organization is e2 a top member of?

org:country_of_headquarters
Q1: In what country the headquarters of e1 is?
Q2 What organization have it’s headquarters in e2?

per:parents
Q1: Who are the parents of e1?
Q2 Who are the children of e2?

per:age
Q1: What is e1’s age?
Q2 Whose age is e2?

per:countries_of_residence
Q1: What country does e1 resides in?
Q2 Who resides in country e2?

per:children
Q1: Who are the children of e1?
Q2 Who are the parents of e2?

org:alternate_names
Q1: What is the alternative name of the organization e1?
Q2 What is the alternative name of the organization e2?

per:charges
Q1: What are the charges of e1?
Q2 Who was charged in e2?

per:cities_of_residence
Q1: What city does e1 resides in?
Q2 Who resides in city e2?

per:origin
Q1: What is e1 origin?
Q2 Who originates from e2?

org:founded_by
Q1: Who founded e1?
Q2 What did e2 found?

per:employee_of
Q1: Where does e1 work?
Q2 Who is an employee of e2?

per:siblings
Q1: Who is the sibling of e1?
Q2 Who is the sibling of e2?

per:alternate_names
Q1: What is the alternative name of e1?
Q2 What is the alternative name of e2?

org:website
Q1: What is the URL of e1?
Q2 What organization have the URL e2?

per:religion
Q1: What is the religion of e1
Q2 Who believe in e2

per:stateorprovince_of_death
Q1: Where did e1 died?
Q2 Who died in e2?

org:parents
Q1: What organization is the parent organization of e1?
Q2 What organization is the child organization of e2?

org:subsidiaries
Q1: What organization is the child organization of e1?
Q2 What organization is the parent organization of e2?

Table 5: TACRED question templates part 1
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Relation Name Question

per:other_family
Q1: Who are family of e1?
Q2 Who are family of e2?

per:stateorprovinces_of_residence
Q1: What is the state of residence of e1?
Q2 Who lives in the state of e2?

org:members
Q1: Who is a member of the organization e1?
Q2 What organization e2 is member of?

per:cause_of_death
Q1: How did e1 died?
Q2 How died by e2?

org:member_of
Q1: What is the group the organization e1 is member of?
Q2 What organization is a member of e2?

org:number_of_employees/members
Q1: How many members does e1 have?
Q2 What organization have e2 members?

per:country_of_birth
Q1: In what country was e1 born
Q2 Who was born in the country e2?

org:shareholders
Q1: Who hold shares of e1?
Q2 What organization does e2 have shares of?

org:stateorprovince_of_headquarters
Q1: What is the state or province of the headquarters of e1?
Q2 What organization’s headquarters are in the state or province e2?

per:city_of_death
Q1: In what city did e1 died?
Q2 Who died in the city e2?

per:city_of_birth
Q1: In what city was e1 born?
Q2 Who was born in the city e2?

per:spouse
Q1: Who is the spouse of e1?
Q2 Who is the spouse of e2?

org:city_of_headquarters
Q1: Where are the headquarters of e1?
Q2 Which organization has its headquarters in e2?

per:date_of_death
Q1: When did e1 die?
Q2 Who died on e2

per:schools_attended
Q1: Which schools did e1 attend?
Q2 Who attended e2?

org:political/religious_affiliation
Q1: What is e1 political or religious affiliation?
Q2 Which organization has is political or religious affiliation with e2?

per:country_of_death
Q1: Where did e1 die?
Q2 Who dies in e2?

org:founded
Q1: When was e1 founded?
Q2 What organization was founded on e2?

per:stateorprovince_of_birth
Q1: In what state was e1 born?
Q2 Who was born in state e2?

org:dissolved
Q1: When was e1 dissolved?
Q2 Which organization was dissolved in e2?

Table 6: TACRED question templates part 2
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Relation Name Question

Content-Container
Q1: Where is the e1 stored?
Q2 What is stored in the e2?

Component-Whole
Q1: What whole is the e1 component of?
Q2 What is the component of the e2?

Product-Producer
Q1: Who produces e1?
Q2 What does e2 produce?

Instrument-Agency
Q1: Who uses a e1?
Q2 What does e2 use?

Member-Collection
Q1: What collection e1 is part of?
Q2 What is a fraction of e2?

Entity-Origin
Q1: Where does e1 come from?
Q2 What comes from e2?

Entity-Destination
Q1: What is the e1’s destination?
Q2 Who does e2 serve as a destination?

Message-Topic
Q1: What is the topic of the e1?
Q2 Who does e2 serve as a topic?

Cause-Effect
Q1: What caused the e1?
Q2 From what e2 caused?

Table 7: SemEval question templates
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